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WHAT IS NOISE AND HOW DOES IT TRAVEL?

CondoAdviser.ca

Source: https://www.scienceabc.com/pure-sciences/movement-of-sound-waves-through-different-media.html

SOURCE              → PROPAGATION                   →  RECEIVER



TYPES OF NOISE
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• Between neighbours

• Airborne 

• Impact

• Mechanical 

• Airborne

• Structure-borne

Source: https://www.multifamilyexecutive.com/design-
development/products/sound-of-silence_o



NOISE PERCEPTION
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What impacts noise perception

• Very subjective

• Transient vs. Steady

• Tonal vs. Broadband

• Time of noise

• Background noise (signal-to-noise ratio)

• Tinnitus + ear fatigue

… Can be disruptive regardless of standard Credit: Martin Villeneuve



ACCEPTABLE LIMITS? 
IS THERE A STANDARD TO BE APPLIED
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Source: https://iconicphotos.wordpress.com/2010/05/31/blown-away-man/



ACCEPTABLE LIMITS? 
IS THERE A STANDARD TO BE APPLIED
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• Airborne noise

• Current Ontario Building Code = STC 50

• What does that mean?

• Impact noise

• Building code recommendations

• IIC 55 rating

• Flooring mainly – can be tackled from ceiling
Source: https://www.snoringsource.com/does-sound-travel-up-or-down/



ACCEPTABLE LIMITS? 
IS THERE A STANDARD TO BE APPLIED
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• Mechanical noise

• ASHRAE Guidelines

• Varies depending on use of room

• Widely used standard

• Noise Criteria (NC ratings)

• Both airborne and structure-borne 
noise can be quantified using NC 
ratings

Source: https://getquickair.com.au/blog/noisy-air-conditioners/



HOW TO LOCATE & TEST OF NOISE PROPAGATION 
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• Each situation is unique

• Airborne testing

• Noise monitoring testing

• Impact noise testing

• Mechanical noise testing

Source: https://acoustical-consultants.com/stc-astc-testing/stc-vs-astc-ratings-in-
the-amended-ontario-building-code/ Source: https://www.rmlacoustics.com/acoustical-testing/

Source: https://www.onosokki.co.jp/india/vib_a_1_1.htm



NOISE SOLUTION
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• Reducing noise at source → Typically only feasible for mechanical equipment.

• Springs, equipment replacement, equipment relocation, etc.

• Reducing noise propagation → Upgrading construction

• Insulation, floor underlayment, additiontal drywall, isolated ceiling, etc.

• Reducing noise perception at receiver → Masking noise

• Sometimes there is no practical solution…



CORPORATION OBLIGATIONS VIS A VIS NOISE
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• Corporations cannot simply take a « hands off » approach to noise:

• Section 117(2) – Prohibition against unreasonable noise nuisance

• Section 17(2) – The duty to control, manage, and adminster the common elements

• Section 119 – Duty to comply with the Act and governing documents

• Section 135 – Oppression

• In addition, it is important to see what your governing documents say.



NOISE AT THE CONDO TRIBUNAL
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• Neighbour-to-Neighbour Noise (the source of the noise matters):

• Loud TV – TSCC 1791 v Franklin

• Child’s Medical Equipment – Kikites v YCC 382 



• TSCC 1791 v Franklin (ONCAT)

1. Noise coming from neighbouring unit (mostly television, loud music, banging at night);

2. Owner of noisy unit claimed that noise wasn’t coming from him. Also claimed that he could hear 
noise too, so it must be a Corporation issue;

3. Overwhelming evidence from multiple complaints sent over a long period of time indicating that Mr. 
Franklin was clearly and consistently the source of the noise;

4. CAT held that Mr. Franklin had failed to comply with the governing documents, and had failed to 
take any real steps to reduce noise despite years of complaints. He was also ordered to pay $3,700 
in legal fees;

5. He was not required to pay for accoustical report – Corporation took too long to obtain it. 
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NOISE AT THE SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
“COMMON ELEMENT NOISE”



• Kikites v YCC 382 

1. Noise came from upstairs neighbour’s unit. Source of noise was medical equipment required for 
child.

2. The noise was loud and disturbing to the applicant’s sleep;

3. Corporation attempted to try and resolve the matter and some noise was stopped, but the medical 
sounds continued;

4. Court found that the noise was nuisance BUT, that the Corporation had done all that was 
reasonably possible to address it. The Corporation was not required to construct a new, raised and 
padded, floor.
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NOISE AT THE SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
“COMMON ELEMENT NOISE”



• Mohamoud v Carleton Condominium Corporation No. 25

1. Noise from roof ventilation system; condo did some investigations, prepared reports; took six (6) 
years; could not objextively source the noise complained of to any particular mechanical system

2. Oppression remedy sought / allegation of failure to repair and maintain common elements

3. Court held that condo had acted reasonably, on these facts, and the delay nor the failures to 
remedy the noise complained of was not oppressive.

4. Condo is not an insurer and does not have a duty to address every problem reported by a unit 
owner

5. Caution: Very fact-specific…
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NOISE AT THE SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
“COMMON ELEMENT NOISE”



• Wong v. Toronto Standard Condominium Corporation No. 1918

1. Owner experiencing noise from garbage chute next to unit

2. Condo did some investigations; determined that there were some potential fixes, that were costly; In 
May 2017 (over 7 years after knowledge of noise) decided that nothing would be done. 

3. Owner sought oppression remedy 

4. Condo took position that it would no longer work to address noise unless lawsuit dropped

5. The Court held that condo’s actions, had been insufficient and oppressive and the delay
“inexcusable”. Ordered damages of $30,000 “to reflect the interference with the use and enjoyment
of her unit as a result of the ongoing excessive noise and vibrations caused by the use of the
garbage system” and for the reprisal against the owner.
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NOISE AT THE SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
“COMMON ELEMENT NOISE”



Court will consider

• That owners in a condominium cannot expect absolute quiet (contextual);

• What reasonable steps were taken by condo; what reasonable options exist;

• The standard to be met by a condominium corporation when repairing and maintaining its 
common elements is one of reasonableness.

Condo should consider

• Taking these complaints seriously; conducting investigations with experts as required; acting 
reasonably to balance any objective and reasonable interests of owners;

• If litigation starts – continue to assess and resolve (if possible) the noise (i.e. do not leverage a fix 
for settlement as in Wong).
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TAKEAWAYS – COMMON ELEMENT NOISE



• Next webinar : 

Wednesday, December 7

• Info will posted on CondoAdviser.ca

• You will need to register again. 

NEXT WEBINAR
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SEE YOU IN NOVEMBER!

Wednesday, December 7, 2022
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QUESTIONS?
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